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SERMON,

These words which I command thee this day shall be in thine heart;

and thou shalt teach them diligently unto thy children, and shalt talk of them

when thou sittest in thine house, and when thou walkest by the way, and

when thou liest down, and when thou risest up.

—

Deut. 6: 6,7.

From the fall of man to the present hour, the world

in its carnal wisdom has opposed itself to the wisdom

of God, and makes, with gig-antic streng-th and far-

reaching- cunning', every possible effort to retain its

unholy influence over the mind and heart of man, and

to shape with controling" energ-y his destiny both for

dme and eternity. These efforts are made upon us,

in the very dawn of our existence ; and each devel-

opment of mental and moral character, gfives alarm-

ing" manifestations of the success of the plans of the

world. The systems of education, adopted generally

under the direction of this carnal wisdom, do most

effectually exclude any proper relig-ious culture of the

young" immortal. His mind, his heart, and soul, are

early baptised into a worldly spirit, and are wholly

preoccupied with the principles, maxiins, and preju-

dices of a sensual philosophy. The seeds of error

and vice are speedily deposited in the infantile mind,

and spring" up with rank luxuriance in that soil, which

is g-enial to their g-rowth, because of its natural cor-

ruptions. Thus, the tendencies of our fallen nature

are fortified in their hostility to true relig-ion, by all

the acquirements of our education ; and our intellec-
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lual culture, instead of exerting" a benig-n influence

upon our spiritual state, opposes our immortal inter-

ests. The results of this temporal policy in the sys-

tems of general education, are sadly blighting- to the

well-being of man in every condition of his entire

existence. Upon each one of us the baneful influ-

ence has descended, and its power has been felt. We
are, then, personally interested in every question re-

specung- the removal of these evils. Their all potent

remedy is to be found in the injunctions of the text,

which would uproot, from the very foundation, all the

popular systems of instrucUon.

God g-ave to the Jew the grand outlines of his

system of education. Unerring- intellig-ence formed

the plan. In this Bible, Infinite Wisdom has given a

complete rule for the direction of man as a rational,

accountable and immortal being-, suited to every con-

dition of life, from the most abounding- prosperity to

the most abject poverty—adapted to every state of

civil society, from the prattling child in the nursery to

the king on his throne, and extending through every

period of his existence through time, and through

eternity. In the divine economy for education, the

parent is the heaven-appointed instructor of his child.

He must first be taught,—the words of God must ob-

tain an abiding lodgement in his heart—and he must

have an experimental knowledge of the inspired wis-

dom—such an experience of its preciousness, as will

impart to the mind an exuberant fulness, and give

words of utterance that he may teach his child—teach

him with joyful diligence in every moment of social

and famihar intercourse ; in every walk, whether for
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business or for relaxation ;—so that the lessons of

heavenly knowledge may ever distil, with holy fra-

grance from his lips;—may abound in the sweet and

thrilling" devotions of the closing day ; and burst forth

with increasing vigor in the blissful melody of the

m'orning song of heartfelt praise. Thus, the parent

is the teacher of his child, and from parental lips the

first lessons are conveyed to the new-born immortal.

This is the necessary result, even when there is no

professional teaching. Whether we desire it or not,

the child does learn, and must learn from those with

whom it associates in the first periods of fife. As the

opening flower drinks in the descending dews of

heaven, even so does the expanding mind of the in-

fant drink in knowledge from intercourse with the

objects of its ee^ly love. This provision, established

by God, and recognized in the Bible, is despised and

neglected by the world. Men possessing no religion,

desire not to admit their obligations to be the first

teachers of their own offspring, and are glad to excuse

themselves upon any pretext from tiiat for which they

have no heart, and this total want of interest is the

chief cause of all incompetence to this heaven ap-

pointed work.

Another serious defect in the systems of education

adopted by tlie world, consists in the erroneous esti-

mate of the subject to be educated. They regard

man in his single relation to the transactions of the

present state of being. They overlook and neglect

his probation for eternity. Accordingly, they simply

aim to qualify man to perform his part in the affairs of

civil society ; to enter the dramatic struggle for the
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distinctions of this life ; to win the laurels of political

fame ; to wreath his brow with the g-arlands of litera-

ture ;
to explore the fields of ever-unfolding- science

;

to accumulate with insatiable avidity the shining- dust

;

or to bestialize himself in the pollutions of the refined

sensuality of an Epicurean philosophy. Such a*n

education might be sufficiently extensive for man,

provided he was merely an intellectual animal, hav-

ing* the duration of his being- bounded by the transac-

tions of time. But how consummate must its folly

appear, when we remember man's immortality, and

the entire dependence of his eternal character, state

and condition, upon his conduct in this life. Eternity

is the only span of man's existence, and any plan of

education which encircles a less compass of his being-,

is ruinously defective.

Another g-rievous error in the prevailing- systems

of education, is in the fact that their operation is

wholly confined to the intellectual faculties of man, to

the fatal neglect of his transcendent moral powers.

The most abundant provision is made for the cultiva-

tion of the mind—the most arduous labor is cheer-

fully made to elicit its developments in dazzling- bril-

liancy, while the darkness which envelope the neg--

lected moral powers, must necessarily give a lurid

glare to the brightest lights of genius. The world

attempts to coerce and restrain the aberrations of the

human heart, by imposing upon it the strong des-

potism of its iron laws and bloody penal statutes.

Hence, there springs up, of necessity, by the side of its

schools and colleges, its cumbrous and expensive

judiciary, with its jails and penitentiaries, and their
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implements"with which to inflict suffering's and death.

Man is " slow of heart" to believe that truth, which

beams from the pag-es of Scripture, that the cheapest

and most effectual mode to suppress crime, is to cor-

rect the fountain from which it issues. The same

truth]appears in the ordinary administration of laws,

as may be noticed by the most common observer.

And the remark holds g-ood : whether you consider

its g-eneral operation or its particular application. If

the calculation were fairly made, it would evidently

appear that the enactment and execution of laws for

the suppression of crime, are vastly more expensive

to the State, than the combined support of its schools

and churches. For illustration, the recent paper re-

ports of the trial, conviction and execution of the sen-

tence of the law upon a youth not over sixteen years

of ag-e in Scotland, involved the government in an

expenditure of more than ^4000, and ten times that

sum would not cover the expenses of the late famous

trial of a notorious woman of abandoned character

in the City of New York. The Bible system of edu-

cation has an early and direct application to the heart

of man, it seeks to educate his moral powers, to dispel

the nig-ht of its sinful corruptions, to illuminate his

soul with the effulgence of divine truth, and thus to

exert a benig-n influence upon the mind, first in the

removal of that spiritual darkness in which it is en-

thralled, and then in the elevated expansion and en-

lightenment of the intellect, by the direct presentation

of the most thrilling truths, the highest wisdom, and

the best estabhshed knowledge.

Another mischievous mistake in the world's educa-
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tion, respects the text books employed for iiiental

cultivation. In the divine plan of education, the

Bible is the complete, perfect, profound and inex-

haustible repository of those infinitely important truths,

which man must know, or miserably perish. In this

holy volume are revealed the richest mines of the

most precious truth, the most sagacious wisdom, and

the highest and purest knowledge, adapted to form

the mind and heart of man in that heavenly mould,

which will best qualify him to fill the noblest spheres

of usefulness to society, and to rejoice in the most

enrapturing" happiness, which the soul may now ex-

perience. But, instead of this divine book, the world

places in the hands of its pupils books filled with the

most revolting images of heathen mythology ; with the

most obscene rites and ceremonies of idolatrous wor-

ship ; with the most corrupting principles and maxims

of Pagan ethics ; and with heroic characters displayed

in all the gaudy tinsel of pompous oratory and bom-

bastic verse ; which deified heroes were for nothing

more remarkable, than for the destitution of every

pure and exalted virtue, and for the practice of every

vice which can corrupt and brutalize the human race.

They were none other than giants in wickedness.

Admitting, then, for the sake of argument, that these

books contain the most highly finished specimens of

eloquence, the most sublime poetry, the most elegant

histories and biographies, yet, we unhesitatingly pro-

nounce them unsuitable books for educational pur-

poses, because they contain the marrow and pith of

that corruption which is the disease of the mind, fill-

ing it with darkness and folly. They have no power
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to invig-orate the soul by inspiring- heaven-born hopes.

Their hcentiousness must ever tend to fire the lusts of

unholy passions, and thus blunt the mental faculties.

They contain no satisfactory answer to the most inter-

esting- questions of human inquiry, and consequently

must leave the inquirer in doubt and anxiety. They
contain no proper aliment for the spiritual powers of

man, and the soul that feeds upon their fabulous and

dribbling- stories, must verily die from mere attenua-

tion. Let no one understand Uiese remarks as being-

unfriendly to education. We advocate die noblest

and most extensive education. But we do denounce
the corrupting- literature of Pag-an Greece and Rome,
which has too long- held the human mind in thraldom.

The blind and servile devotion to those idolatrous and
vilely immoral books, is a foul blot upon our litera-

ture, and a deep disgrace to Christianity. Their de-

moralizing- influence is felt by every young man who
gains a diploma, as a reward for having waded
through the mires and bogs of their almost bottomless

' pollution, in which pollution, untold millions have sunk
down into the kindred pollutions of the bottomless

pit. We know that this position is unpopular in the

literary world, and that the opposite is maintained, by
men of high reputation, both in the world and in the

church, yet fidelity to the cause of truth compels us to

declare the convictions of our mind upon this subject.

We conceive that those good men who have advo-

cated the study of the Greek and Roman classics,

have strangely confounded that subject with the ques-

tion as to the value of the study of language in gene-
'

ral. The first we condemn, the last we admit as
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highly advantageous, and beheve that its study may

be pursued without exposing the forming characters

of our children to the pollutions of those depraved

authors.

Having mentioned several points condemnatory of

the popular systems of education, we shall now con-

sider one point worthy of praise ; it is that the efforts

of the world are great and unceasing, and its expen-

ditures are lavish and princely for the attainment of

its object. For the general diffusion of knowledge it

establishes schools and colleges, liberally endows pro-

fessorships, and founds extensive libraries. This is

the dictate of a worldly policy, scheming wisely for

its own aggrandizement, and its wisdom is manifest.

For knowledge is powe?^^ and where government is in

the hands of the many, education is doubly neces-

sary
;

yet, experience has proved, in the case of

France, that man cannot govern himself without

Christianity, even though he be educated. We com-

mend the effort, however, so far as it goes, and hold

it up to the church to quicken her flagging zeal in

discharging her duty to her offspring.

We will now in four particulars point out the gross

folly of this worldly education.

1. Its folly appears first in the pre-eminence it gives

the body over the soul, or the animal over the spirit-

ual man. But one replies, do we not educate the

intellectual powers? Yes, you do! and that is all.

You give your child an intellectual and professional

training, and in what respects does that education

differ from the training which the circus actor gives

his horse, that he may perform certain feats in the
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ring-] There is no education of the moral powers,

• which constitute the chief glory of man, and without

which he is a mere animal. But if these powers are

left to their natural operation in their fallen state, they

will become more and more corrupt, until they reduce

the man below the beasts of the field.

2, This folly appears again in attempting to con-

fine the results of education to time, or even to youth.

These results are of vast moment upon the temporal

condition of the educated, who still remain, notwith-

standing their education, the enemies of God. They

may be accounted wise by their fellow-men ; but

they will curse their own, and their parents' and

teachers' folly throughout eternity. In the first twen-

ty-five years, the character is most generally formed,

so as to be fixed forever. How great, then, is the

folly of permitting those years to pass in the total

neglect of the soul, permitting it to become deeply

rooted in vice, through its own corruptions and the

temptations of the evil one 1

3. This folly appears in the next place, in trusting

"such vast interests to a mere worldly education, which

contains no warrant that will justify our expectations.

We may be animated with the hope of seeing our

sons distinguished in their mortal career for their tal-

ents and success, but long before they have left their

academic walks, their evil passions may have obtained

the ascendancy over their intellects, and thus they

will bring dov/n by dissipation and vice the grey

hairs of their parents with sorrow to the grave. But

an education, founded upon the principles of the Bible,

will justify the highest rational hopes of the parent.
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4. The folly appears ag"ain in adopting- erroneous

and corrupting" books, and in rejecting" the Bible as.

the fundamental text book in education. To illus-

trate the folly of this conduct, we shall expand at

some length the following- proposition, viz : The
Bible contains the highest, most expansive, and nour-

ishing- aliment for the intellectual and spiritual powers

of man.

It is perfectly reasonable to expect the Bible to

excel all other books, for it is the book of God. We
judge of the merits of a book, previous to examination,

by the celebrity of its author. The Author of the

Bible is infinitely superior to all other authors, and so

his book is infinitely the g-reatest of all books.

As the Author of the Bible is the great first cause

of all things, the former of our bodies, and the Father

of our spirits, so all the operations of second causes,

whether material or spiritual, must accord with the

teachings of the Bible, which is the great touch-stone

of natural, moral, and intellectual truth. If any sci-

ence appear to oppose the statements of the Bible,

that apparent opposition arises from our misconcep-

tions of the truth, and should cause us to question the

correctness of our conclusions, rather than the truth

of the Bible. Much of the knowledge of man is not

susceptible of demonstraiion, and, consequently, hu-

man reason cannot place it beyond doubt. How im-

portant, then, to the best interests of mankind, that

there be some final umpire in all matters pertaining

to those departments of knowledge? The divine

origin of the Bible, establishes its right to be made
such an umpire ; and experience proves that every
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instance in which the opinions and practices of men
have been conformed to the teaching's of the Bible,

has mehorated and elevated their intellectual, moral,

and temporal condition. Among" the nations of an-

tiquity, Greece and Rome stood proudly pre-eminent

in literature and science. Yet, Greece and Rome,
not having the Bible, were sunk in vice and corrup-

tions. The French also, towards the close of the last

century, excelled in literature
;
yet, when they dis-

carded the Bible, the world saw them transformed,

(in the bloody reign of terror,) into a nation of human
fiends, frenzied with Satanic lusts for the destruction

of human life. The Divine Being has given the Bible

to be the controling balance-wheel in the complicated

machinery of human action, and all is symmetrical

and harmonious, where its doctrines are received and

its behests obeyed ; but when it is displaced, anarchy

and confusion drive the plough share of ruin over the

institutions of society.

Ethical science is only taught with authority in the

Bible. There we find the true distinctions between

virtue and vice, and the most satisfactory reasons

why we should practice the one and avoid the other.

Upon these subjects, we find in the Scriptures such

clearness and simphcity, such vigor and warmth as

are not to be found in the works of uninspired men.

The passage from the one to the other, is as marked as

the sudden transition from meridian light to midnight

darkness, or from the genial warmth of the equatorial

regions to the perpetual winter of the Arctic circle.

The only infallible rule of morals is the Bible.
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Equally satisfactory are the teaching's of this won-

derful book upon the doctrines of metaphysics. In

these pages, we discover a life-like portraiture of

mental operations ; we see a faithful picture of the

various processes of thought ; and we have traced,

as on a map, the many and intricate windings of the

human heart. A faithful collection of the teachings

of the Bible upon these points, would be the best intel-

lectual system ever compiled, and would be decisive

of -the many quesdons which now agitate the minds

of philosophers. This book, then, has a right to pre-

cedence over all others, because it conveys to man

that most important human knowledge, the knowledge

of himself

Again, man by his fall has lost the knowledge of

God, and of his true relations to his Creator. Un-

aided reason can give no answer to those momentous

questions, which rack his mind and oppress his soul

with fearful apprehensions .and gloomy forebodings.

Conscience testifies to man that he is a sinner. He
feels that he is under the displeasure of an offended

God. But he has no correct information respecting

the attributes of that Divine Being. Is he placable?

Can he exercise mercy 7 Can sin be pardoned, and

the sinner be restored to the divine favor'? Can the

soul be purified and rescued from the dominion of its

corruptions 7 are quesdons which overwhelm the

mind; and which, notwithstanding their importance,

cannot be answered by the w^isdom of this world.

Man's radonal and accountable nature imposes reli-

gious obligations upon him, and hence he needs the
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word of God to be a light to his feet, and a lamp to

his path, that he may not be left to otfer strange fire

upon the altars of his relig-ious worship.

These are some of the advantages which belong- to

the Bible, in consequence of its divine origin. We
shall present other points of distinction, without so

marked a reference to its inspiration. We shall pre-

face what we have to say with the memorandum
made by Sir William Jones, (the most extensive and

profound scholar, and distinguished jurist of his times,)

upon the blank leaf of his Bible. He wrote thus:

" I have carefully and regularly perused these Holy

Scriptures, and am of opinion that the volume, inde-

pendently of its divine origin, contains more sublimity,

purer morality, more important history, and finer

strains of eloquence, than can be collected from all

other books, in whatever language they may have

been written." Such was the testimony of the ripest

scholar of modern Europe, being the master of some

twenty different languages, and intimately acquainted

with the entire circle of the arts and sciences ; and

every fair examination of the Holy Book, will reaffirm

the testimony, " The world is filled with books that

are the products of the mightiest sons of genius; but

they are sterile and jejune, deformed and ungainly, in

comparison with the riches of thought, the extent of

research, the accuracy, the grace and beauty, which

distinguish the Bible."

This volume has superior claims upon the atten-

tion of literary men, because of its great antiquity.

Portions of it were written more than five hundred

years before the most ancient heathen author, and
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contain the only satisfactory history of more than two

thousand years after the creation. It marks the most

important transactions of that period of time. In the

simple majesty of truth, it records the creation of the

world, relates the sad event of man's apostacy, de-

scribes the longevity and wickedness of the anti-

deluvian race, narrates the circumstances of the de-

struction of the world by the flood, and the repeo-

pling- of the earth by the descendants of pious Noah,

it pictures the patriarchical ag-e, and tells of the build-

ing- of Babel, of the confusion of tong-ues, and the

dispersion of men upon the whole earth. But time

would fail me, were I to mention all the important

historical facts which we derive from the Bible.

Ag-ain, we find in this volume the only ancient

chronolog-y upon which the least reliance can be

placed, as has been most conclusively shown by the

astronomical calculations of Sir Isaac Newton. This

is a fact which gives great pre-eminence to the lite-

rary claims of the Bible. The chronology of the

Bible has been verified in so many instances by the

researches of the learned, that we need not indulge

the least fear respecting those violent attacks which

modern infidelity has made upon the cosmogony of

Moses.

It has been successfully maintained by men of

learning, that the world is indebted to the Bible for

its alphabet and a written language. The argument

is simple and conclusive, but we cannot now con-

sider it.

The Bible contains also the best written biogra-

phies in the world. In no other book, do we find
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such elevated, affecting and interesting characters,

as those of Abraham, of Jacob, of Joseph, of David,

of Paul, and above all, of the Messiah. These narra-

tives, for fidelity and impartiality, for unity and truth,

for concise and graphic description, surpass all other

biography. There is such energy and such truthful-

ness in the characters, that they stand forth in living

prominence upon the foreground of the picture pre-

sented to the mind. The vividness of these writings

have suggested to the most eminent artists the models

of their most celebrated historical paintings. Such

are the paintings of Lot and his two daughters, has-

tened out of Sodom by the angels, and the finding of

Moses on the Nile, by Rembrandt, Moses striking the

rock by Poussin, the Deluge, by Trumbull, Belshaz-

zar's Feast, by Martin, the Transfiguration, by Ra-

phael, Christ Rejected, and Death on the Pale Horse,

by West, and numerous others. Such selections, by

such illustrious men, prove the superiority of the Bible

over all profane history.*

The Scriptures also excel in didactic and argumen-

tative compositions. Nothing, in either the ancient or

modern classics, can compare with the Saviour's Ser-

mon on the Mount, his discourse with Nicodemus, or

his conversation with the Woman of Samaria. What

uninspired argument will not appear tame and incon-

clusive, after you have read the lucid, the cogent, the

overpowering argument of Paul, in 15th ch. of 1 Cor.,

to prove the resurrection of the dead. Such masterly

arguments abound in the Bible— they possess undy-

ing vigor— are clothed in immortal freshness, and the

Dr. G. Spring.
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more they are contemplated, the more rich and bril-

liant do they appear.

-Here also we find the most splendid specimens of

true eloquence, such as have no parallel in other

books. There are for instance, the Plea of Judah for

his brother Benjamin, the defence of Stephen before

the Council, and Paul's defence before Agrippa.

Equally unrivalled is the poetry of the Bible. Men
may call Homer, and Milton, and Dante, the princes

of poets, who have never studied the sacred volume:

how much more g-rand and picturesque than Homer,

is Job— how much more sublime is Isaiah than Mil-

ton, and how g-reatly does David excel Dante in

warmth and pathos. Where else will you find such

elegiac odes as the song- of David on the death of

Saul and Jonathan, his lament over his son Absalom,

and the lamentations of the Prophet Jeremiah. Where
will you find a paragraph, which, for boldness and

variety of metaphor, delicacy and majesty of thought,

for strength and invention, elegance and refinement,

equals the passage in which God answers Job out of

the whirlwind. Where will you find a passage more

beautiful and chaste, than the Prayer of Moses, or

one more majestic and sublime, than the Prayer of

Habakkuk. How poor and degraded is Homer's de-

scription of Jupiter ; how full of grandeur, sublimity,

and dignity, are the descriptions of the appearances

of the Divine Being given by David, Isaiah, Ezekiel,

Daniel, and John.

The Bible stands on a lofty eminence, as contain-

ing the best system of laws in the world. Every

thing good in human laws is borrowed fi-om the di-
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vine code, and is but an expansion of inspired pre-

cepts.

This sacred volume is also the bulwark of liberty.

Its spirit is the g-enius of all free and liberal institu-

tions, and the rig-hts of conscience are only recog-

nized and respected where this benign influence is

felt in the supremacy of its control.

We mig-ht argue the superiority of the Bible over

all other books, to improve and expand the mind,

from the many displays of consummate wisdom re-

corded on its pages. All the works of creation attest

the infinite wisdom of the Divine Architect ; but that

wisdom shines forth with brighter Ijstre in the dis-

pensations erf providence, and with still more trans-

cendent g-lories in the wonderful redemption of sin-

ners, as is beautifully expressed in the hymn.

"Nature with open volume stands,

To spread her Maker's praise abroad,

And ever}' labor of his hands

Shows something worthy of a God.

But in the grace that rescued man
His brightest form of glory shines.

Here, on the cross 'tis fairest drawn.

In precious blood and crimson lines.''

These considerations which we have briefly pre-

sented, prove that the Bible is the most wonderful book

in the world, that it possesses every quality which

adapts it, in the most admirable manner, to all the

intellectual and spiritual powers of man, that it pos-

sesses every excellence sought in a book of educa-

tion, and that it contains the nourishing aliment which

Heaven has prepared for the soul of man. How
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great the folly of displacing- the Bible from its own

appointed place in the education .of immortal beings !

and substituting for it the imperfect works of imper-

fect man ! This superiority of the Bible is thus ex-

pressed by Watts:

" Let all the heathen writers join

To form one perfect book

;

Great God, if once compared with thine,

How mean their writings look.

Not the most perfect rules they gave

Could show one sin forgiven,

Nor lead a step be)'ond the grave,

But thine conduct to Heaven.

'Tis a broad land of wealth unknown,

Where springs of life arise

;

Seeds of immortal bliss are sown.

And hidden glory lies."

In conclusion, we shall suggest a few motives to

persuade you to give the Bible a prominent place in

your plan of education :

1. God holds us responsible for the trust which

he has committed to our hands, in the form of immor-

tal beings, to be trained up for eternity. If they fail

to glorify God, and finally to enter upon the rewards

of the righteous, through any defect in their educa-

tion, the sin will lie at our door, and the wailing of

our children, lost through such false education, may
be our eternal torment.

2. Another motive is found in the fact, that we
possess almost unlimited power over the destinies of

our children. In their tender age their minds are

pliable, and we may mould them in almost any form.

We may give almost any complexion to their charac-
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ters. They must receive, with daguereotype faith-

fulness, the hues and tints of the objects placed in

contact with their minds. How unspeakably import-

ant then, that the infant mind be cast into the mould

of the Bible—into the mould of eternal life, that it be

imbued with the doctrines, precepts, and truths of

unerring' wisdom. How important that we let those

divine words live in our hearts, that we may dilig-ently

teach them to our children, and talk of them when
we sit in our houses, when we walk by the way,

when we lie down, and when we rise up.

3. Our love to our children should prompt us to

the duty in question. We profess to desire for our

offspring-, the highest honor, the most abundant and

unfailing- wealth, the greatest blessings, and the most

enduring happiness— then we should teach them the

lessons of heavenly wisdom, we should train their

feet by the word of God, " For they that honor me,

I will honor," says the blessed God, and " happy is

the man that findeth wisdom, and the man that get-

teth understanding; for the merchandize of it is bet-

ter than the merchandize of silver, and the gain there-

of than fine gold. She is more precious than rubies,

and all the things thou canst desire are not to be com-

pared unto her. Length of days is in Ker right hand,

and in her left, riches and honor. Her ways are

ways of pleasantness, and all her paths are peace."

4. If we wish our children to honor our names, to

be the ornaments of their country, and to glorify God,

we must educate them in the Bible. To this we are

impelled by all those precious doctrines of this Holy

book, which we profess to believe, and by all those

pure precepts which we profess to obey.




